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About This Content

Only the host needs to own this DLC.

1-4 Players | Ages 13 & Up

Approximately 60-120 minutes

Pillars of Eternity: Lords of the Eastern Reach is a 1-4 player card game based on Obsidian Entertainment's award-winning and
best-selling Pillars of Eternity computer role-playing game.

The players are lords and ladies who hire troops, recruit heroes, and build defenses to fend off fiendish monsters...and their
fellow players. The limited resources are represented by counters, while the buildings and armies are cards. A number of

resources are drawn each turn and unused resources are passed on to the other players. Players may choose to go on dangerous
adventures or engage in battles against their fellow players.
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Review update, November 26, 2017...still bad!

Got it on sale...but should have explored it further. 20 levels, consisting of ONE picture to guess, on each level. That is it. Zero
value for money, even on sale.. I really really wanted to like this game. The artwork is beautiful, and the music is really cool. But
I play a lot of point and click/story rich and puzzle games and this one is truly annoying. The storyline won't progress unless you
trigger specific events, which don't always seem crucial to the story. So if you get stuck there's no other paths to pursue until you
figure out what tiny action you've missed. The game play stops. Plus the needing to swap between characters, which is fun
during active gameplay becomes infuriating when you're trying to solve a problem, needing to revisit every location and interact
with every character, using every combination of characters and modes. There are ultimately too many variables and it just
becomes frustrating. A hint mode is needed, and some consideration of the mechanics.. A fun music game with great graphics
and playability.
. IT is a gooood comic, but it is very hard to read.. Very intriguing experience. Note, it's not actually a game, but like a movie in
VR. You get to explore for clues and watch different stories unravel freely so you can try to guess who did it, but ultimately you
still are just an observer.
That being said, it's still pretty fun gathering the clues and trying to figure out what happened. Basically your standard murder
mystery with a closed circle, except it involves Nikola Tesla where Thomas Edison is a suspect, so it's better.

Graphics aren't the greatest and character animations can be off at times, but it gets the job done. Also, to grab things you need
to point at it from a distance and then press grab. Too many people, myself included seemed to have difficulties grabbing the
lever at the beginning because we were too close to it.
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I really enjoy playing this game with my friends, sometimes its intense and very fun. Only thing i think this game needs is more
maps, or map editor where other players can make their own maps and play them with their friends .. boring and a .. demo.. for
free.. not woth the HDD space thou... This is another very well made game. I really enjoyed streaming it. The creator
Crankagegames was very helpful when I was having difficulties getting it to show correctly on my stream. Once that was done
then the adventure began. It is a very hilarious game to play. I really dig to old school graphics. I give it a 100/10. I think this is
by far the best game from him.. The program overall was an idea I'm sure we've all thought of, but this guy did it and well! So
that saves me time on making the software. However, there are a little bit of localization issues I'm sure everyone has seen. I
hope that the developer can fix the localization to make the experience a whole lot better. Still recommend this though.. All time
classic!. For everybody who asks himself what game to show off when people are coming over for a visit, doubt no more.
This will be the first thing i'll showcase to anyone what VR is capable of, how VR can make you feel and how it really shines
above ALL multimedia experience a person can get. This gave me goosebumps, my mouth fell open about 5 times, and even
though it doesnt use any of the vive features (no movement, no controllers), it is the best feeling I ever got in VR.
Props for the creatures of this art, not much more to say but thanks for making this diamond.
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